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LOCALIZATION FOR ONE DIMENSIONAL, CONTINUUM,
BERNOULLI-ANDERSON MODELS
DAVID DAMANIK, ROBERT SIMS, AND GU¨NTER STOLZ
Abstract. We use scattering theoretic methods to prove strong dynamical
and exponential localization for one dimensional, continuum, Anderson-type
models with singular distributions; in particular the case of a Bernoulli dis-
tribution is covered. The operators we consider model alloys composed of at
least two distinct types of randomly dispersed atoms. Our main tools are
the reflection and transmission coefficients for compactly supported single site
perturbations of a periodic background which we use to verify the necessary
hypotheses of multi-scale analysis. We show that non-reflectionless single sites
lead to a discrete set of exceptional energies away from which localization
occurs.
1. Introduction
Perhaps the most studied and best understood type of random operators which
are used to describe spectral and transport properties of disordered media are the
Anderson models, whether one considers their original discrete version in ℓ2(Zd) or
their continuum analogs. They describe materials of alloy type, i.e. a structure in
which single site potentials are centered at the points of a regular lattice and then
multiplied by random coupling constants, modelling the differing nuclear charges
of the alloy’s component materials. It is therefore physically most relevant to study
the case where the coupling constants take on only finitely many values. The
special case of a two-component alloy, i.e. coupling constants given by Bernoulli
random variables, has been dubbed the Bernoulli-Anderson model. Unfortunately,
most of the rigorous results on Anderson models require more regularity of the
probability distributions governing the coupling constants. Results on exponential
localization and, more recently, dynamical localization have usually been proven
under the assumption that the distribution is absolutely continuous or, at least,
has an absolutely continuous component, see [13] and [38] for results from the 80s,
and [1, 23, 15, 22, 30, 31, 46] for some of the more recent contributions. In dimension
d > 1 the best results with respect to weak regularity are due to Carmona, Klein,
and Martinelli [12] for the discrete case and to Stollmann [43] and Damanik and
Stollmann [16] for continuum models, where localization properties are shown under
merely assuming ho¨lder-continuity of the distribution.
Discrete distributions and, in particular, the Bernoulli-Anderson model, are cur-
rently only accessible in d = 1. For the discrete, one-dimensional Anderson model
(hωu)(n) = u(n+ 1) + u(n− 1) + qn(ω)u(n), n ∈ Z,(1.1)
exponential localization has been proven at all energies for arbitrary, non-trivial
distribution (i.e. support containing more than one point) of the independent,
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identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables qn. This was first proven by Car-
mona, Klein, and Martinelli [12] and later by Shubin, Vakilian, and Wolff [39] with
a different approach which, in turn, is based on results from [9]. An interesting
recent paper by De Bie`vre and Germinet [6] studies the so-called random dimer
model. This is the case where in (1.1) one chooses q2n+1(ω) = q2n(ω) and the q2n,
n ∈ Z as i.i.d. random variables with only two values ±q for some q > 0. [6]
establishes dynamical localization for the random dimer model in compact inter-
vals away from certain critical energies, where the Lyapunov exponent vanishes and
delocalized states exist.
In this paper we will prove localization, exponential and dynamical, for con-
tinuous one-dimensional Anderson models with arbitrary non-trivial distribution.
Let
Hω = − d
2
dx2
+ Vper + Vω, ω ∈ Ω,(1.2)
with
Vω(x) =
∑
n∈Z
qn(ω)f(x− n).(1.3)
We assume that the background potential Vper has period 1, is real-valued and lo-
cally in L1. The single site potential f ∈ L1 is real-valued, supported in [−1/2, 1/2],
and not 0 (in L1-sense). The coupling constants qn are i.i.d. random variables
on a complete probability space Ω. We assume that the support of their com-
mon distribution µ is bounded and non-trivial, i.e. contains at least two points.
Note that without restriction we may assume that supp(µ) contains 0 and 1 (if
{a, b} ⊂ supp(µ), then replace Vper by Vper+ a
∑
n f(· −n) and f by (b− a)f). We
will do this in all our proofs.
Under these assumptions the operatorsHω can be defined either by formmethods
or via Sturm-Liouville theory and are self-adjoint for every ω. Representing, as
usual, Ω as an infinite product and qn(ω) as ωn, one easily sees that
Hθkωf = τ
∗
kHωτkf for f ∈ D(Hθkω),
with τkf = f(· − k) and the ergodic shifts (θkω)n = ωn+k. Thus, e.g. [13], Hω has
non-random almost sure spectrum Σ and spectral types Σac, Σsc, and Σpp. Our
first main result is
Theorem 1.1 (Exponential Localization). Almost surely, the operator Hω has pure
point spectrum, i.e. Σac = Σsc = ∅, and all eigenfunctions decay exponentially at
±∞.
Our method to prove Theorem 1.1 is basically to adapt the approach of [12]
to continuum models. We will, however, use a variable-energy multiscale analysis,
which was introduced in [19] for discrete models and later adapted to the continuum,
e.g. [44, 23, 22].
Recently, it has been demonstrated by Damanik and Stollmann [16] that the
variable-energy multiscale analysis implies strong dynamical localization. Thus our
method of proof will also yield
Theorem 1.2 (Strong Dynamical Localization). Let Hω be defined as above. There
exists a discrete set M ⊂ R such that for every compact interval I ⊂ R \M , and
every compact set K ⊂ R, and every p > 0,
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E
{
sup
t>0
‖|X |pe−itHωPI(Hω)χK‖
}
<∞,(1.4)
where PI is the spectral projection onto I.
We note that the “strong” in Theorem 1.2 refers to the ability to show finite
expectation in (1.4). This is stronger than showing that the supremum in (1.4) is
almost surely finite, which has also been used to describe dynamical localization.
For more details on dynamical localization we refer to [18, 23, 2, 4, 16].
A crucial tool in [12] as well as in our work is positivity of the Lyapunov exponent.
To define it in the continuous case, let gλ(n, ω) denote the transfer matrix from
n− 1/2 to n+ 1/2 of
−u′′ + Vωu = λu(1.5)
i.e. for any solution u of (1.5)
(
u(n+ 1/2)
u′(n+ 1/2)
)
= gλ(n, ω)
(
u(n− 1/2)
u′(n− 1/2)
)
.(1.6)
For n ∈ N, let
Uλ(n, ω) = gλ(n, ω) · . . . · gλ(1, ω).
The subadditive ergodic theorem (e.g. [13]) guarantees the existence of the Lya-
punov exponent, i.e. the limit
γ(λ) = lim
n→∞
1
n
E (‖Uλ(n, ω)‖) .
Kotani Theory implies that γ(λ) is positive for almost every λ ∈ R since Hω is
non-deterministic in the sense of Kotani, e.g. [34]. But this is insufficient for a proof
of localization, due to the fact that the singular distribution of µ prevents spectral
averaging techniques from being used to prove absence of singular continuous spec-
trum. For the discrete model (1.1), one can instead use Furstenberg’s Theorem on
products of independent random matrices to show that the Lyapunov exponent is
positive for all energies, which is the starting point of the approach in [12].
We will use the same idea, but there is an additional, significant difficulty to
overcome. For the continuous model (1.2), (1.3) there may exist a set of critical
energies at which Furstenberg’s Theorem does not apply, and, in most cases, γ(λ)
vanishes. This gives rise to the exceptional setM in Theorem 1.2 and is a continuum
analog of the critical energies observed in [6] for the random dimer model.
We manage to prove discreteness of the set of critical energiesM for arbitrary sin-
gle site potentials f with support in [−1/2, 1/2] and arbitrary periodic background
Vper by using methods from scattering theory. More precisely, we will consider
scattering at f with respect to the periodic background Vper. For energies λ in
the interior of spectral bands of the periodic operator H0 = −d2/dx2 + Vper, we
will introduce the reflection and transmission coefficients b(λ) and a(λ) relative to
Vper. The roots of b(λ) give rise to critical energies where the Lyapunov exponent
vanishes and extended states exist. Since f 6= 0 it can be shown that this set of
energies is discrete. Other discrete exceptional sets will be included in M , among
them the band edges of H0 and roots of the analytic continuations of b(λ) and
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a(λ) to the spectral gaps of H0. Away from M , positivity of γ will follow from
Furstenberg’s Theorem.
The fact that extended states exist at some critical energies does not affect
Theorem 1.1 since the discrete exceptional set can not support continuous spectrum.
It does, however, affect dynamical localization in that the interval I in Theorem 1.2
specifically excludes these critical values.
The existence of extended states at critical energies in certain one-dimensional
tight binding models or, equivalently, disordered harmonic chains, is well known
in the physics literature. Various aspects of this are discussed in Section 10 of
[35], which also includes continuum models. Additional references can be found
through [17] and [6]. These works also note the vanishing of single site reflection
coefficients as the basic mechanism for obtaining critical energies and discuss the
anomalous transport behavior near these energies. In several of these models the
discrete random potential is of the form
Vω(n) =
∑
k∈Z
qk(ω)f(n− kℓ),(1.7)
where the single site potential f : Z → R is supported on {0, . . . , ℓ − 1}. For
example, in the dimer model as studied in [6] one sets ℓ = 2, f = χ{0,1}. While
in our work we focus on a systematic study of exceptional energies in continuum
Anderson models, we expect that our methods can be adapted to yield exponential
and dynamical localization for general discrete Anderson models of the form (1.7).
While we exclude neighborhoods of critical energies in our discussion of dynamical
localization, as does [6], it is an interesting open problem to describe the transport
behavior near critical energies rigorously.
A review of results on positivity of the Lyapunov exponent which have been
obtained from Furstenberg’s Theorem is given in Section 14.A of [38]. Most of these
results were obtained for discrete Schro¨dinger operators and Jacobi matrices, see e.g.
[26, 25, 21]. Results for continuum Anderson models (1.2), (1.3) had been restricted
to special exactly solvable cases which could be reduced to discrete models. For
example, the set where γ vanishes was characterized for the cases where Vper = 0
and either f is a δ-point-interaction [25] or f = χ[−1/2,1/2] [5]. For the latter, if it
is assumed that supp(µ) = {0, ξ} for some ξ > 0, then one gets the critical energies
{λ : γ(λ) = 0} = {ξ + π2n2, n ∈ Z}.
The first paper where reflection coefficients are used rigorously in combination
with Furstenberg’s Theorem to characterize the exceptional set for general f is [32].
Many of the ideas used in Section 2 below can be found there. They assume Vper = 0
and thus can work with the “classical” reflection and transmission coefficients for
scattering at f . Also, [32] assumes that the distribution µ of qn has continuous
density, but the methods used can be modified to include some examples with
singular distributions. We also mention the recent paper [33] which contains bounds
for the Lyapunov exponent, which might be useful to study transport properties
near critical energies.
That energies with vanishing reflection coefficient at a single site have zero Lya-
punov exponent was also observed for random displacement models in [42]. That
the latter model shows similar properties as the Bernoulli-Anderson model is not
surprising: Both models display identical single site potentials at random distances.
To our knowledge, the only previous work on localization for continuumBernoulli-
Anderson models is [10]. This work, in combination with remarks in [11], looks at
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the example Vper = 0, f = χ[−1/2,1/2], supp(µ) = {0, 1}, and states exponential
localization for all energies. Unfortunately, it seems that some details of the proof,
which is sketched in [10] and quite different from ours, have never appeared in print.
We now outline the contents of the remaining sections. In Section 2 we prove
positivity of the Lyapunov exponent away from a discrete set using Furstenberg’s
Theorem. A key tool is to show that the identical vanishing of b(λ) on a band
of H0 implies that f = 0. This generalizes the well known fact that there are no
compactly supported solitons to scattering at periodic background. Sections 3 and
4 establish that the Lyapunov exponent and the integrated density of states are
Ho¨lder continuous away from the exceptional set. Both sections rely heavily on
known results for the discrete case, which can all be found in [13]. We outline these
results and discuss the necessary changes for continuum models. In particular, we
make use of a version of the Thouless formula by Kotani [34].
The next two sections provide the main ingredients for the start of a multiscale
analysis. In Section 5 a Wegner estimate is proven, again away from the exceptional
set. Here we can closely follow the argument of [12]. Section 6 provides an initial
length scale estimate (ILSE) for the same energies. Here our argument differs
somewhat from the approach in [12]. While the latter uses both, positivity of the
Lyapunov exponent and the Wegner estimate, to get an ILSE, we prefer to use
an approach which shows that ILSE follows directly from positivity of γ. This
uses some results on large deviations for γ, which can all be found in [8]. We
note that this also gives a new, more natural proof of an ILSE for discrete models.
Having established all what is necessary for a multiscale analysis, we can then prove
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in Section 7 by merely referring to well known results, e.g.
[44] and [16].
Appendix A contains some a priori estimates for solutions of the Schro¨dinger
equation which we use frequently. In Appendix B some basic facts about cocycles
and the existence and uniqueness of invariant measures for group actions are listed.
They are used in Section 3.
Acknowledgement: We are grateful to B. Simon for pointing us to the simple
proof of Lemma 2.2 below, i.e. that there are no compactly supported “solitons”
for scattering at periodic background. After this we learned a different proof of this
fact from E. Korotyaev. We also acknowledge useful discussions with L. Pastur and
R. Schrader.
2. Positivity of the Lyapunov exponent
2.1. The Floquet Solutions. We start by collecting some facts from Floquet
theory for the periodic operator H0 := − d2dx2 + Vper, see e.g. [20]. For any z ∈ C,
let uN(·, z) and uD(·, z) denote the solutions of
−u′′ + Vperu = zu(2.1)
with uN(−1/2) = u′D(−1/2) = 1 and u′N(−1/2) = uD(−1/2) = 0. The transfer
matrix of (2.1) from −1/2 to 1/2 is the matrix
g0(z) =
(
uN(1/2, z) uD(1/2, z)
u′N(1/2, z) u
′
D(1/2, z)
)
,
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which is entire in z as solutions of (2.1) (resp. their derivatives) are, for each fixed
x, entire in z. The eigenvalues of g0(z) are the roots of
ρ2 −D(z)ρ+ 1 = 0,(2.2)
i.e.,
ρ±(z) =
D(z)±√D(z)2 − 4
2
,(2.3)
where D(z) = Tr[g0(z)]. As roots of (2.3), the functions ρ± are algebraic with
singularities at points with D(z) = ±2.
The spectrum of H0, σ(H0), consists of bands which are given by the sets of
real energies λ for which D(λ) ≤ 2. Let (a, b) be a stability interval of H0; i.e. a
maximal interval such that D(λ) < 2 for every λ ∈ (a, b). As both uN(·, λ) and
uD(·, λ) are real for λ ∈ (a, b), one has that
ρ±(λ) =
1
2
(
D(λ)± i
√
4−D(λ)2
)
,
|ρ±(λ)| = 1, and ρ−(λ) = ρ+(λ). Let
S := {z ∈ C : z = λ+ iη where a < λ < b and η ∈ R}
be the vertical strip in the complex plane containing (a, b). For z = λ+ iη ∈ S one
has that each of the following are equivalent: (i) |ρ±(z)| =1, (ii) η = 0, and (iii)
D(z) ∈ (−2, 2). That (ii) ⇒ (iii) and (iii) ⇒ (i) are clear. To see that (i) ⇒ (ii)
assume that (i) is true for some z = λ+ iη where η 6= 0. As both ρ± have modulus
1, then all solutions of (2.1) are bounded. By Weyl’s alternative, however, if η 6= 0,
then there exists a solution in L2 near +∞, the Weyl solution, while all other
solutions are unbounded. This is a contradiction.
The arguments above imply that ρ± have analytic continuations to all of S,
and that the only possible algebraic singularities occur at a and b. In addition,
as ρ+(z)ρ−(z) = det[g0(z)] = W [uN , uD] = 1, we have by continuity of | · | that
exactly one of ρ+ and ρ− satisfies |ρ(z)| < 1 in the upper half plane. Without loss
of generality, let us denote by ρ+ the eigenvalue for which |ρ+(λ + iη)| < 1 for all
η > 0 and λ ∈ (a, b). This corresponds to choosing a branch of the square root in
(2.3). Then, ρ− satisfies |ρ−(λ + iη)| > 1 for all η > 0 and λ ∈ (a, b). Since we
also have |ρ±(λ)| = 1 for λ ∈ (a, b), it follows from the Schwarz reflection principle
(apply a linear fractional transformation) that |ρ+(λ+ iη)| > 1 and |ρ−(λ+ iη)| < 1
for all η < 0 and λ ∈ (a, b).
For z ∈ S, let v±(z) be the eigenvectors of g0(z) corresponding to ρ±(z) with
first component normalized to be one; i.e.
v±(z) =
(
1
c±(z)
)
.(2.4)
One may easily calculate that
c±(z) =
ρ±(z)− uN (1/2, z)
uD(1/2, z)
.(2.5)
As uD(1/2, z) is never zero in S (Dirichlet eigenvalues of H0 are either in the
gaps of σ(H0) or at the band edges), v± are analytic in S. In particular, as u
−1
D
has at most a pole at a and b, then c±, and hence v±, have at worst algebraic
singularities at a and b. (More precisely, c± are branches of a multi-valued analytic
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function with algebraic singularities at the boundaries of stability intervals.) Let
φ±(·, z) be the Floquet solutions of (2.1); i.e. the solutions satisfying(
φ±(−1/2, z)
φ′±(−1/2, z)
)
= v±(z).(2.6)
We first note that φ±(·, λ + iη) ∈ L2 near ±∞ if η > 0, and φ±(·, λ + iη) ∈
L2 near ∓∞ if η < 0. Thus in this setting the Floquet solutions are the Weyl
solutions. Secondly, for fixed x, φ±(x, ·) are analytic in S with at worst algebraic
singularities at a and b arising from the singularities in the initial conditions v±.
Lastly, {φ+(·, z), φ−(·, z)} are a fundamental system of (2.1) for every z ∈ S, as
ρ+(z) 6= ρ−(z) on S.
2.2. Scattering with respect to a periodic background. Let 0 6= f ∈ L1loc(R)
be real valued with supp(f) ⊂ [−1/2, 1/2]. Consider the operator
H = − d
2
dx2
+ Vper + f
in L2(R). Take z ∈ S and let u+ be the solution of
−u′′ + (Vper + f)u = zu(2.7)
satisfying
u+(x, z) =
{
φ+(x, z) for x ≤ −1/2
a(z)φ+(x, z) + b(z)φ−(x, z) for x ≥ 1/2.(2.8)
Since φ± are linearly independent for z ∈ S, this defines a(z) and b(z) uniquely.
If Vper = 0, then a and b are related to the classical transmission and reflection
coefficients by a = t−1 and b = rt−1. In particular, vanishing of b is equivalent
to vanishing reflection coefficient. Thus b and u+ take the role of a (modified)
reflection coefficient and Jost solution relative to the periodic background Vper.
Since for λ ∈ (a, b) we know φ−(x, λ) = φ+(x, λ) from (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6), by
taking u− to be the solution of (2.7) with u−(x, λ) = φ−(x, λ) for x ≤ −1/2 we get
that for x ≥ 1/2:
u−(x, λ) = a(λ)φ−(x, λ) + b(λ)φ+(x, λ).(2.9)
Using constancy of the non-zero Wronskian, we arrive at the familiar relation
|a(λ)|2 − |b(λ)|2 = 1,(2.10)
for λ ∈ (a, b), corresponding to |r|2 + |t|2 = 1.
Proposition 2.1. a(·) and b(·), defined on S as above, are branches of multi-valued
analytic functions with at most algebraic singularities at boundaries of stability
intervals.
Proof. Recall that u+ is the solution of (2.7) with(
u+(−1/2, z)
u′+(−1/2, z)
)
=
(
φ+(−1/2, z)
φ′+(−1/2, z)
)
= v+(z).
Thus
(
u+(1/2, z), u
′
+(1/2, z)
)t
is analytic in S with at worst algebraic singularities
at a and b, i.e. the boundaries of the stability interval. But, as was determined
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before, both
(
φ±(1/2, z), φ
′
±(1/2, z)
)t
have identical analytic properties, and by the
definition of a(z) and b(z),(
a(z)
b(z)
)
=
(
φ+(1/2, z) φ−(1/2, z)
φ′+(1/2, z) φ
′
−(1/2, z)
)−1(
u+(1/2, z)
u′+(1/2, z)
)
,(2.11)
so we are done.
Lemma 2.2. If b(λ) = 0 for all λ ∈ (a, b), then f is identically zero.
Proof. Suppose that b(λ) = 0 for all λ ∈ (a, b), and hence all z ∈ S by analyticity.
We know then that for every λ ∈ (a, b) and η > 0, the Jost solution u+(x, λ + iη)
is a(λ+ iη)φ+(x, λ+ iη) (for all x ≥ 1/2); i.e. u+ is exponentially decaying in this
region of the upper half plane. Thus u+ is the Weyl solution for the perturbed
equation (2.7). We may therefore calculate the Weyl-Titchmarsh M -function (see
e.g. [14]), MVper+f , for (2.7) on the half line (−1/2,∞),
MVper+f (λ + iη) =
u′+(−1/2, λ+ iη)
u+(−1/2, λ+ iη) =
φ′+(−1/2, λ+ iη)
φ+(−1/2, λ+ iη) =MVper(λ+ iη),
where the latter is the M -function of (2.1) on (−1/2,∞). As the M -functions are
analytic in the entire upper half plane, we conclude that MVper+f (z) =MVper(z) for
all z ∈ C+. Thus, by the recent results of Simon [40] and Gesztesy and Simon [24],
which provide generalizations (applicable in our setting) to the classical results of
[7, 36, 37], this implies f is identically zero.
As we assume throughout that f is not identically zero, then we know that
{λ ∈ (a, b) : b(λ) = 0} is in fact finite as accumulations at algebraic singularities
are not possible.
Now we consider a gap. Take α such that −∞ ≤ α < a < b and (α, a) is a
maximal, non-trivial gap in the spectrum of H0 (if a = inf σ(H0), then α = −∞).
Consider the following split strip:
S′ := {z = λ+ iη : α < λ < b, η ∈ R} \ [a, b).
For i = 1, 2, let ρi(z) be the branches of (2.2) with |ρ1(z)| < 1 and |ρ2(z)| > 1 for
all z ∈ S′, which are well defined since [a, b) is excluded. We first note that ρ1 = ρ+
on the upper half of S, but ρ1 = ρ− on the lower half of S. Secondly, as before,
it can be seen that ρi are analytic in S
′ and have at worst algebraic singularities
at α, a, and b, and therefore they may be continued analytically across (a, b). In
particular, ρi is the analytic continuation of ρj , where i, j ∈ {1, 2} with i 6= j.
For z ∈ S′, choose analytic eigenvectors vi(z) of g0(z) to corresponding ρi(z), see
Ch.II.4 [27]. Taking φi to be the solutions of (2.1) with (φi(−1/2, z), φ′i(−1/2, z))t =
vi(z) for z ∈ S′, we see again that φ1(·, z) (resp., φ2(·, z)) is in L2 near +∞ (resp.,
−∞); i.e. they are the Weyl solutions. Set ui to be the Jost solutions of (2.7)
satisfying
ui(·, z) =
{
φi(x, z) x ≤ −1/2
ai(z)φi(x, z) + bi(z)φj(x, z) x ≥ 1/2(2.12)
for z ∈ S′ and the same i, j convention used above. As in (2.11) above, one sees that
a1(z) and b1(z) are analytic in S
′. In fact, in the upper half S+ of S, they coincide
with a(z) and b(z), since for z ∈ S+, we have that v+(z) and v1(z) coincide up to
a constant multiple, which cancels in (2.11) and the corresponding expression for
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a1(z) and b1(z). Thus a1(z) and b1(z) are analytic continuations of the restrictions
of a(z) and b(z) to S+. Similarly, it is seen that a2(z) and b2(z) are analytic
continuations of the restrictions of a(z) and b(z) to the lower half S− of S. Thus,
a1(z), b1(z), a2(z), and b2(z) have at most algebraic singularities at α, a, and b. In
particular, since they cannot vanish identically by f 6= 0, the set
{λ ∈ (α, b) : a1(λ)b1(λ)a2(λ)b2(λ) = 0}(2.13)
is discrete and, if α 6= −∞, finite.
2.3. Transfer matrices and positivity of γ. To prove positivity of γ(λ), we will
investigate properties of the transfer matrices. As our minimal assumption is that
the support of the distribution contains the points 0 and 1, we know that there
are at least two non-trivial transfer matrices: the free matrix g0(λ) corresponding
to (2.1) and the perturbed matrix g1(λ) corresponding to (2.7). Set G(λ) to be
the closed subgroup of SL(2,R) generated by {gq(λ) : q ∈ supp(µ)}. Let P (R2)
be the projective space, i.e. the set of the directions in R2 and v be the direction
of v ∈ R2 \ {0}. Note that SL(2,R) acts on P (R2) by gv = gv. We say that
G ⊂ SL(2,R) is strongly irreducible if and only if there is no finite G-invariant set
in P (R2).
Theorem 2.3. Given a family of operators {Hω}, as in (1.2), (1.3), with f 6= 0
and 0, 1 ∈ supp(µ), then there exists a discrete set M ⊂ R such that G(λ) is non-
compact and strongly irreducible for all λ ∈ R \M . In particular, γ(λ) > 0 for all
λ ∈ R \M .
We will first prove that G(λ) is not compact by showing that a sequence of
elements has unbounded norm. This argument will be valid for all but a discrete
set of λ’s. Once non-compact, then the group G is known to be strongly irreducible
if and only if for each v ∈ P (R2),
#{gv : g ∈ G} ≥ 3,(2.14)
see [8]. We shall prove that this condition is also satisfied for all but a slightly larger,
yet still discrete set of λ’s. The conclusion concerning positivity of γ follows from
a general Theorem of Furstenberg which, in this context, states that if the group
G(λ) is non-compact and strongly irreducible, then γ(λ) > 0; see also [8]. Note
that non-compactness of G(λ) and (2.14) are both properties which are preserved
if supp(µ) is increased. Thus we will assume w.l.o.g. that supp(µ) = {0, 1}, i.e.
G(λ) is generated by g0(λ) and g1(λ).
In the construction ofM we will treat stability intervals and spectral gaps of H0
separately. We will first show that in any given stability interval (a, b), there is at
most a finite number of λ’s such that Furstenberg’s Theorem does not apply. We
then show the same for finite spectral gaps (α, a) of H0. For the spectral gap (−∞,
inf σ(H0)), we allow for accumulation of exceptional energies at −∞. Finally, we
join all these exceptional sets and the endpoints of stability intervals to get the
discrete set M .
Lemma 2.4. Let λ be in a stability interval (a, b) of H0. Then,
g1(λ) = C(λ)g˜0(λ)s(λ)C(λ)
−1 ,(2.15)
where
C(λ) =
(
1 0
Re[c(λ)] Im[c(λ)]
)
, g˜0(λ) =
(
Re[ρ(λ)] Im[ρ(λ)]
−Im[ρ(λ)] Re[ρ(λ)]
)
,(2.16)
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s(λ) =
(
Re[a(λ) + b(λ)] Im[a(λ) + b(λ)]
−Im[a(λ)− b(λ)] Re[a(λ) − b(λ)]
)
,(2.17)
and c(λ) = c+(λ) = c−(λ), ρ(λ) = ρ+(λ) = ρ−(λ) as given in (2.3) and (2.5).
Proof. Since λ ∈ (a, b), we have that c+(λ) = c−(λ), ρ+(λ) = ρ−(λ), and Im[c(λ)] 6=
0 from (2.3) and (2.5). Thus C(λ) is invertible. For the rest of the proof we will
drop the fixed parameter λ. First note that expressing the solutions uN and uD in
terms of the Jost solutions u± yields
g1(λ) =
(
u+(1/2) u−(1/2)
u′+(1/2) u
′
−(1/2)
)(
1 1
c c
)−1
.
Clearly, (
u+(1/2) u−(1/2)
u′+(1/2) u
′
−(1/2)
)
=
(
φ+(1/2) φ−(1/2)
φ′+(1/2) φ
′
−(1/2)
)(
a b
b a
)
,
and using that φ± are the Floquet solutions we have(
φ+(1/2) φ−(1/2)
φ′+(1/2) φ
′
−(1/2)
)
=
(
1 1
c c
)(
ρ 0
0 ρ
)
.
Hence we see
g1(λ) =
(
1 1
c c
)(
ρ 0
0 ρ
)(
a b
b a
)(
1 1
c c
)−1
.(2.18)
Let
Q :=
1
2
(
1 −i
1 i
)
,
then it is easily checked that
Q−1
(
a b
b a
)
Q = s, Q−1
(
ρ 0
0 ρ
)
Q = g˜0, and
(
1 1
c c
)
Q = C,
with C, g˜0 and s as defined in (2.16), (2.17). Thus (2.15) follows from (2.18).
Since g0(λ) corresponds to trivial scattering, it follows from (2.15) that
g0(λ) = C(λ)g˜0(λ)C(λ)
−1 .(2.19)
Let G˜(λ) be the subgroup of SL(2,R) generated by g˜0(λ) and g˜0(λ)s(λ) or equiva-
lently, by g˜0(λ) and s(λ). G˜(λ) is conjugate to G(λ), and thus G(λ) is non-compact
and strongly irreducible if and only if G˜(λ) is non-compact and strongly irreducible.
Before proving Theorem 2.3, we note that for every λ in a stability interval (a, b),
ρ(λ) = eiω, where ω = ω(λ) ∈ (0, π). Thus,
g˜0(λ) =
(
cos(ω) sin(ω)
− sin(ω) cos(ω)
)
(2.20)
is merely a rotation. In particular, for any λ ∈ (a, b) satisfying b(λ) = 0, one has
that a(λ) = eiα, by (2.10), and therefore s(λ) is reduced to a rotation matrix as
well. For these finitely many λ’s (see the paragraph immediately following the proof
of Lemma 2.2), G˜(λ) is a group of rotations and thereby compact. Moreover, by
(2.15) and (2.19) we know that at such energies, the norm of products of the transfer
matrices does not grow: hence γ(λ) = 0. Let M˜ (a,b) := {λ ∈ (a, b) : b(λ) = 0}. It is
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clear then that only away from this set, M˜ (a,b), can we hope to apply Furstenberg’s
Theorem and prove positivity of γ.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The stability intervals: We first consider energies in a stabil-
ity interval (a, b). Let λ ∈ (a, b) \ M˜ (a,b), i.e. such that b(λ) 6= 0. Set a(λ) = Aeiα,
b(λ) = Beiβ and see that (2.10) implies A2 −B2 = 1 with A > B > 0, A+B > 1,
and A−B < 1. In this notation one may recalculate
s(λ) = A
(
cos(α) sin(α)
− sin(α) cos(α)
)
+B
(
cos(β) sin(β)
sin(β) − cos(β)
)
.
We wish to show that a sequence of elements in G˜(λ) has unbounded norm. To
do so, consider an arbitrary element of P (R2), represented by
v(θ) :=
(
cos(θ)
sin(θ)
)
.
One sees that the relation
s(λ)v(θ) = Av(θ − α) +Bv(β − θ)
suggests the choice θ′ := 12 (α+ β) yielding
s(λ)v(θ′) = (A+B)v([β − α]/2).
Defining R(θ) := ‖s(λ)v(θ)‖2, a short calculation, using A2 −B2 = 1, shows that
R(θ)− 1 = 2B [B +A cos(α+ β − 2θ)] .
As a consequence, we see that R(θ) − 1 is π-periodic and has exactly two roots in
[0, π). In particular, R(θ) = 1 if and only if cos(α + β − 2θ) = −BA , which shows
that the distance between the zeros of R(θ) − 1 is not equal to pi2 : recall B 6= 0
(and B 6= A). Similarly, R(θ) > 1 if and only if cos(α + β − 2θ) > −BA and hence|{θ ∈ [0, π) : R(θ) > 1}| > pi2 . As a result, there exists a compact interval K (not
necessarily in [0, π)) with |K| > pi2 and ‖s(λ)v(θ)‖ > c > 1 for all θ ∈ K.
Now, applying s(λ) once to v(θ′), θ′ as above, produces a new vector with norm
greater than one, but the direction, initially θ′, is possibly altered. A vector with
this new direction may not increase in norm by directly applying s(λ) again. We
may, however, apply the modified free matrix, (2.20), and rotate this new direction
by ω. As ω ∈ (0, π), then finitely many applications of g˜0(λ) produces a vector
v with direction in K. Once in K, a direct application of s(λ) does increase the
norm size uniformly by c > 1, as indicated above. In this manner, we can produce
a sequence of elements in G˜(λ) with unbounded norm.
To finish the proof of Theorem 2.3 in the stability interval (a, b), we choose
M (a,b) := {λ ∈ (a, b) : λ ∈ M˜ (a,b) or D(λ) = 0}.
Clearly,M (a,b) is finite, and by the above G˜(λ) is not compact for λ ∈ (a, b)\M (a,b).
It remains the check (2.14) for these values of λ. But this is trivial as D(λ) 6=
0 implies ω 6= pi2 , and therefore the free transfer matrix produces three distinct
elements in projective space.
The spectral gaps: For all energies λ ∈ (α, a), a maximal spectral gap of H0, G(λ)
is non-compact. This is easily seen as λ ∈ (α, a) implies |D(λ)| > 2 and hence the
free transfer matrix, g0, has an eigenvalue |ρ| = |ρ2| > 1. Thus repeated iteration
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of g0 on v2, the direction of v2, produces an unbounded sequence of elements. It
remains to check (2.14), which we will do for λ ∈ (α, a) \M (α,a), where
M (α,a) := {λ ∈ (α, a) : a1(λ)b1(λ)a2(λ)b2(λ) = 0}.
As was clear in (2.13), M (α,a) is discrete, and finite if α 6= −∞.
Let λ ∈ (α, a) \M (α,a), i.e. ai(λ) 6= 0 and bi(λ) 6= 0 for i = 1, 2. By (2.12), this
is equivalent to
s(λ)vi /∈ {v1, v2},(2.21)
where vi are the directions of the eigenvectors vi of g0(λ), again for i = 1, 2. If v /∈
{v1, v2}, then #{g0(λ)nv : n ∈ Z} = ∞. If, on the other hand, v ∈ {v1, v2}, then
we use (2.21) to conclude that an initial application of s(λ) followed by iteration of
g0(λ) gives an infinite orbit. This shows (2.14) and completes the proof for energies
in a spectral gap.
We can now complete the proof by taking M :=M1 ∪M2 ∪M3, where
M1 :=
⋃
(a,b)
M (a,b),
the union being taken over all stability intervals in σ(H0),
M2 :=
⋃
(α,a)
M (α,a),
the union being taken over all maximal gaps of H0, and M3 defined to be the set
containing all the endpoints of the stability intervals.
3. Ho¨lder Continuity of the Lyapunov Exponent
In this section, we prove that the Lyapunov exponent for the family of random
operators defined by (1.2), (1.3) is Ho¨lder continuous on every compact interval of
R which doesn’t contain energies in the exceptional set M from Theorem 2.3. A
result of this type is proven in [13] for an analogue of (1.1) defined on a discrete
strip. We give an outline of the proof indicating what changes are necessary in
order to see that the argument from [13] can be adapted to our setting. The main
changes are due to less explicit forms of the continuum transfer matrices.
Fix a compact interval I ⊂ R \M , where M is the discrete set from Theorem
2.3.
Theorem 3.1. The Lyapunov exponent for (1.2), (1.3) is uniformly Ho¨lder con-
tinuous on I, i.e. there exists a number α > 0 and a constant C for which
|γ(λ)− γ(λ′)| ≤ C|λ− λ′|α,
for all λ, λ′ ∈ I.
The rest of this section will be used to prove Theorem 3.1, where we rely on
general facts from Appendix B.
As in the introduction let gλ(n, ω) be the transfer matrix of (1.5) from n−1/2 to
n+1/2. If uN(·, λ, ω) and uD(·, λ, ω) are the solutions of (1.5) with uN (n− 1/2) =
u′D(n− 1/2) = 1, u′N(n− 1/2) = uD(n− 1/2) = 0, then
gλ(n, ω) =
(
uN(n+ 1/2, λ, ω) uD(n+ 1/2, λ, ω)
u′N(n+ 1/2, λ, ω) u
′
D(n+ 1/2, λ, ω)
)
.(3.1)
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This shows that for fixed n and λ, gλ(n, ·) : Ω → SL(2,R) is measurable, and
for fixed λ, gλ(n, ω) are real-valued, i.i.d. random matrices. Here we have used
supp(f) ⊂ [−1/2, 1/2].
Let µλ denote the distribution of gλ in SL(2,R). Using (3.1) and the boundedness
of the distribution µ of qn, we get from Lemma A.1 that
‖gλ(n, ω)‖2 ≤ exp(C1 + |λ|+ C2|qn(ω)|) ≤ C3,(3.2)
and from Lemma A.2
‖gλ(n, ω)− gλ′(n, ω)‖ ≤ C|λ− λ′|,(3.3)
where all constants are uniform in ω,n, and λ, λ′ ∈ I.
TakeG = SL(2,R), B = P (R2), and the action gv = gv as described in Section 2.
The projective distance
δ(x, y) =
|x1y2 − x2y1|
‖x‖ · ‖y‖ , for x, y ∈ R
2
defines a metric on P (R2). (Note that δ(x, y) = | sin(ψ)|, where ψ is the angle
between x and y.) As in Appendix B, Example B.1, set B˜ := B×B\{(b, b) : b ∈ B}
and define a cocycle σ1 : G× B˜ → (0,∞) by
σ1 (g, (x, y)) :=
δ(gx, gy)
δ(x, y)
.(3.4)
A short calculation shows that
σ1 (g, (x, y)) =
‖x‖ · ‖y‖
‖gx‖ · ‖gy‖ ,
and hence
σ1(g) := sup
b∈B˜
σ1(g, b) ≤ ‖g‖2,
thus (3.2) implies that σ1(g) ≤ eC+|λ| for µλ-a.e. g. In particular, this shows that
for every t ∈ R,
sup
λ∈I
∫
σ1(g)
tdµλ(g) <∞.
This proves that for (3.4), assumption (i) of Lemma B.2 is satisfied uniformly with
respect to λ ∈ I. Proving that assumption (ii) of Lemma B.2 also holds for (3.4),
again uniformly with respect to λ ∈ I, requires more work.
To this end, for any v ∈ P (R2), define
Φλ(v) := E
{
log
‖gλv‖
‖v‖
}
.
The next lemma corresponds to Lemma V.4.7 of [13].
Lemma 3.2. (i) The mapping Φλ : P (R
2)→ R is continuous.
(ii) The mapping Φ : I × P (R2)→ R with Φ(λ, v) = Φλ(v) satisfies
sup
v∈P (R2)
|Φλ(v)− Φλ′(v)| ≤ C|λ − λ′|,(3.5)
for some constant C = C(I). In particular, Φ is continuous.
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Proof. (i) By (3.2), log ‖gλv‖/‖v‖ ≤ log ‖gλ‖ ≤ C uniformly in ω and v. Thus by
dominated convergence, limn→∞Φλ(vn) = Φλ(v), if vn → v.
(ii) We have that
|Φλ(v)− Φλ′(v)| =
∣∣∣∣E
{
log
‖gλv‖
‖gλ′v‖
}∣∣∣∣ ≤ E{log ‖gλg−1λ′ ‖}
≤ E{log (‖gλ − gλ′‖ · ‖g−1λ′ ‖+ 1)} ≤ C|λ− λ′|,
where the last inequality follows as ‖gλ − gλ′‖ · ‖g−1λ′ ‖ ≤ C|λ − λ′| for all λ, λ′ ∈ I
by (3.2) and (3.3).
As we know that for each fixed λ ∈ I, G(λ) is non-compact and strongly irre-
ducible, then combining Proposition IV.4.11 and Theorem IV.4.14 of [13] we have
that there exists a unique µλ-invariant probability measure νλ on P (R
2) for which
γ(λ) =
∫
log
‖gv‖
‖v‖ dµλ(g)dνλ(v).(3.6)
Corollary 3.3. (i) γ is continuous on I, and
(ii)
lim
n→∞
1
n
E
{
log
‖Uλ(n)v‖
‖v‖
}
= γ(λ),
uniformly with respect to λ ∈ I and v ∈ P (R2).
Proof. (i) We first show that νλ′ → νλ weakly as λ′ → λ. Note that in general
if µλn → µλ0 weakly and νλn → νλ0 weakly, then µλn ∗ νλn → µλ0 ∗ νλ0 weakly
(for the definition of the convolution, see Appendix B). By (3.3) we have that
µλ′ → µλ weakly and an application of Arzela-Ascoli implies that every subsequence
of {νλ′} contains a weakly convergent subsequence. Using this, the convergence
of the convolutions, and the uniqueness of the invariant measures, we see that
νλ′ → νλ. Now, continuity follows from (3.6), i.e. noting that γ(λ) = νλ(Φλ), and
the estimate (3.5), see Corollary V.4.8 of [13].
(ii) This follows as in the proof of (3.5), with (3.2) and (3.3) replaced by corre-
sponding estimates for Uλ(n, 1), which again follow from Lemmas A.1 and A.2, see
Proposition V.4.9 of [13].
Lemma 3.4. There exists an integer N for which
sup
λ∈I,b∈B˜
∫
log [σ1(g, b)] dµ
N
λ (g) < 0.
Proof. One calculates that
1
n
∫
log
δ(gx, gy)
δ(x, y)
dµnλ(g) = −
1
n
∫
log
‖gx‖
‖x‖ dµ
n
λ(g)−
1
n
∫
log
‖gy‖
‖y‖ dµ
n
λ(g)
= − 1
n
E
{
log
‖Uλ(n)x‖
‖x‖
}
− 1
n
E
{
log
‖Uλ(n)y‖
‖y‖
}
.
The result follows by letting n → ∞ and noting both (i) and (ii) of the above
Corollary.
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We have thus shown that Lemma B.2 is applicable to the cocycle σ1 defined
in (3.4). Following the lines of [13], this leads to Ho¨lder continuity properties
with respect to λ of the invariant measures νλ and the operators Tλ defined by
(Tλf)(x) =
∫
f(gx) dµλ(g) for f in the Ho¨lder spaces Lα(P (R2)), see Appendix B.
Lemma 3.5. There exists an α0 > 0 such that for 0 < α ≤ α0, there exists ρα < 1
and Cα <∞ such that:
sup
λ∈I,x 6=y∈P (R2)
E
{
δ(Uλ(n)x, Uλ(n)y)
α
δ(x, y)α
}
≤ Cαρnα,
and
sup
λ∈I
‖T nλ f − νλ(f)‖ ≤ Cα‖f‖αρnα,
for n = 1, 2, ...
Proof. Lemma 3.4 confirms that both assumptions of Lemma B.2 hold uniformly
with respect to λ ∈ I. That this implies the above estimates, again uniformly with
respect to λ ∈ I, follows from observing that the proofs of Propositions IV.3.5 and
IV.3.15 yield uniform results under uniform assumptions.
Lemma 3.6. There exists an α0 > 0 such that for 0 < α ≤ α0, there exists a
Cα <∞ such that:
(i)
‖Tλf − Tλ′f‖α/2 ≤ Cα‖f‖α|λ− λ′|α/2,
and
(ii)
|νλ(f)− νλ′(f)| ≤ Cα‖f‖α|λ− λ′|α/2,
for all λ, λ′ ∈ I and f ∈ Lα.
Proof. (i) follows as in V.4.13 of [13] using that
δ(gλx, gλ′x) =
|((gλ − gλ′)x)1 (gλ′x)2 + (gλ′x)1 ((gλ′ − gλ)x)2|
‖gλx‖‖gλ′x‖
≤ 2 · ‖(gλ − gλ′)x‖‖gλx‖ ≤ 2 · ‖gλ − gλ
′‖ · ‖g−1λ ‖ ≤ C|λ − λ′|.
(ii) follows as in Proposition V.4.14 of [13] using Lemma B.2 (c) as done therein.
Compiling these results, Theorem 3.1 follows as in Theorem V.4.15 of [13].
4. Ho¨lder Continuity of the Integrated Density of States
In this section we prove an analogue of Theorem 3.1 for the integrated density
of states. We begin with its definition. Let, for L ∈ N and ΛL(0) = [−L/2, L/2],
HΛL(0)(ω) := Hω on L
2(ΛL(0))(4.1)
with Hω as in (1.2), (1.3) and Dirichlet boundary conditions set at ±L/2. Fix
λ ∈ R and let NL,ω(λ) denote the number of eigenvalues of HΛL(0)(ω) less than
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or equal to λ. By Kingman’s super-additive ergodic theorem, we have that the
following limit
N(λ) := lim
L→∞
NL,ω(λ)
L
(4.2)
exists for almost every ω and in expectation. In particular,
N(λ) = sup
L≥1
1
L
E (NL,ω(λ)) .(4.3)
The limit N(λ) in (4.2) does not depend on the particular choice of boundary
conditions one sets on ΛL(0), however, the monotonicity of the limit in expectation
(4.3) may be changed, e.g. with Neumann boundary conditions one gets an “inf”
rather than a “sup.” N(λ) is called the integrated density of states.
As in Section 3, fix a compact interval I ⊂ R \M , M as in Theorem 2.3.
Theorem 4.1. The integrated density of states for (1.2), (1.3) is uniformly Ho¨lder
continuous on I.
The proof of this theorem follows easily from Theorem 3.1 once we have a means
of relating N and γ. For our model, one has
Proposition 4.2. (The Thouless formula) Let N and γ respectively be the inte-
grated density of states and Lyapunov exponent for (1.2), (1.3). Then there exists
α ∈ R such that, for every λ ∈ R,
γ(λ) = −α+
∫
R
log
∣∣∣∣λ− tt− i
∣∣∣∣ dN(t).(4.4)
Remarks: (i) The above version of the Thouless formula arises in Kotani’s
work, e.g. [34]. It differs from the discrete version, see Proposition VI.4.3 of [13],
essentially by the normalization term t− i in (4.4), which compensates for the non-
compact support of dN . Alternatively, one can work with the normalized Lyapunov
exponent γ − γ0 and integrated density of states N −N0, where γ0 and N0 are the
corresponding ‘free’ quantities, see [3]. We decided to work with (4.4) since it was
shown in Appendix 2 of [29] that Kotani theory applies to singular potentials. While
[29] works with L2-assumptions on the potential, it is pointed out that all what is
needed to make Kotani theory work are two basic estimates for the m-function
m(z, ω) on (0,∞) of an ergodic random operator: If K is a compact subset of C+,
the complex, upper-half plane, then there are constants C(K) <∞ and δ(K) > 0
such that
|m(z, ω)| ≤ C(K),(4.5)
and
|Im[m(z, ω)]| ≥ δ(K),(4.6)
uniformly for z ∈ K and ω ∈ Ω. In our model (1.2), (1.3) we have only used
L1loc-assumptions on the potentials. That (4.5) is satisfied in this case follows from
results on m-function asymptotics in [24]. To get (4.6) we use that
Im[m(z)] = Im[z] ·
∫ ∞
0
|u|2dx,(4.7)
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where u is the solution of −u′′+(Vper+Vω)u = zu with u(0) = 1 and u′(0) = m(z),
e.g. [14]. Combining Lemma A.1 and A.3, we get∫ 2
0
|u|2dx ≥ C1
(|u(1)|2 + |u′(1)|2) ≥ C1C2 (1 + |m(z)|2) .
Thus (4.7) yields (4.6).
(ii) To apply Kotani’s results from [34], one must have an R-ergodic system,
i.e. there must exist a group {θt : t ∈ R} of measure preserving transformations
for which the dynamical system (Ω,F , θt, µ) is ergodic and the random potential
vω satisfies vθtω(x) = vω(x + t). Kirsch’s result in [28] shows how a Z-ergodic
system, i.e. one for which the transformations θt are parametrized by t ∈ Z, can be
associated with an R-ergodic system, embedded in a larger probability space. The
associated system is constructed in such a way that the corresponding integrated
density of states and Lyapunov exponent for both systems are equal. Our model is
Z-ergodic when equipped with translations. Thus we must apply Kotani’s results
to the corresponding R-ergodic system after using Kirsch’s suspension procedure.
(iii) In Kotani’s work [34], N and γ arise as the real and imaginary parts of the
non-tangential limit of a specific Herglotz function (the w-function). To see that
the integrated density of states and the Lyapunov exponent actually coincide with
these non-tangential limits, see Proposition V.12 and Proposition VI.1 of [11].
Based on (4.4), the proof of Theorem 4.1 is very similar to the proof of the
corresponding result in the discrete case, see Proposition VI.3.9 of [13]. Some small
changes arise from the use of the slightly different Thouless formula (4.4) and the
necessity to exclude the set M . We use some basic facts about Hilbert transforms,
which for a square integrable function ψ is defined by:
(Tψ)(x) =
1
π
lim
ε→0+
∫
|x−t|>ε
ψ(t)
x− tdt.
One has two basic results, as stated in [13],
(i) Tψ is a square integrable function and T 2ψ = −ψ almost everywhere with
respect to Lebesgue measure.
(ii) If ψ is Ho¨lder continuous on some interval [−a, a], then Tψ is Ho¨lder continuous
on [−a2 , a2 ].
Note that if ψa(t) := ψ(t−a), then Tψa = (Tψ)a. Thus if ψ is Ho¨lder continuous
on some interval [x0 − a, x0 + a], then Tψ is Ho¨lder continuous on [x0 − a2 , x0 + a2 ].
Proof of Theorem 4.1. First, observe that dN -integrability of log |(λ − t)/(t − i)|
yields
lim
ε→0+
∫ λ+ε
λ−ε
∣∣∣∣log |λ− tt− i |
∣∣∣∣ dN(t) = 0,
which easily implies that
lim
ε→0+
| log(ε)| (N(λ+ ε)−N(λ− ε)) = 0,(4.8)
i.e. log-Ho¨lder continuity and, in particular, continuity of N .
Let λ0 ∈ I and pick a > 0 such that [λ0 − 4a, λ0 + 4a] ⊂ R \M and thus γ is
Ho¨lder continuous in [λ0 − 4a, λ0 + 4a]. Take ψ(t) := N(t)χ{t:|t−λ0|≤4a}, and note
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that (T 2ψ)(t) = −N(t) for almost every t with |t−λ0| ≤ 4a by (i). For |λ−λ0| < 4a
calculate,
γ(λ) + α−
∫
|t−λ0|>4a
log
∣∣∣∣λ− tt− i
∣∣∣∣ dN(t) =
∫ λ0+4a
λ0−4a
log
∣∣∣∣λ− tt− i
∣∣∣∣ dN(t)
= lim
ε→0+
(∫ λ0+4a
λ+ε
log |λ− t|dN(t) +
∫ λ−ε
λ0−4a
log |λ− t|dN(t)
)
− 1
2
∫ λ0+4a
λ0−4a
log(t2 + 1)dN(t).
Integrating the first two integrals above by parts and rearranging yields
π(Tψ)(λ) = γ(λ) + α−
∫
|t−λ0|>4a
log
∣∣∣∣λ− tt− i
∣∣∣∣ dN(t) + 12
∫ λ0+4a
λ0−4a
log(t2 + 1)dN(t)
(4.9)
− log(λ0 − λ+ 4a)N(λ0 + 4a) + log(λ− λ0 + 4a)N(λ0 − 4a),
where (4.8) has been used. From observing (4.9), we see that Tψ is Ho¨lder contin-
uous in [λ0 − 2a, λ0 + 2a], and thus T 2ψ is Ho¨lder continuous in [λ0 − a, λ0 + a] by
(ii). Since N is continuous we get (T 2ψ)(t) = −N(t) for all t ∈ [λ0 − a, λ0 + a].
Thus N is Ho¨lder continuous in [λ0 − a, λ0 + a]. A compactness argument yields
uniform Ho¨lder continuity over all of I.
5. The Wegner Estimate
In this section we prove a Wegner estimate which constitutes one of the two
ingredients that will enable us to start the multiscale induction. Given Ho¨lder
continuity of the integrated density of states, as proven in the preceding section,
our proof of the Wegner estimate can be carried out in a way analogous to [12]. Since
a few modifications of the arguments in [12] are required, we present sufficiently
many details for the reader’s convenience.
Fix throughout this section a compact interval I = [a, b] ⊂ R\M, whereM is the
discrete set found in Theorem 2.3. Our goal will be to prove estimates uniformly
in I. It will therefore be convenient to have these two properties in a ball of fixed
radius around each point in I. By our above results we know that there is some
ξ > 0 such that for every λ ∈ Iξ = [a− ξ, b+ ξ], G(λ) is non-compact and strongly
irreducible. In other words, for every λ ∈ I, we have that G(λ′) is non-compact
and strongly irreducible for every λ′ ∈ [λ− ξ, λ+ ξ].
Let, for odd L ∈ N and Λ = ΛL(0) = [−L/2, L/2], HΛ(ω) be the restriction of
Hω to Λ with Dirichlet boundary conditions at −L/2 and L/2. We will prove the
following theorem:
Theorem 5.1 (Wegner estimate). For every β ∈ (0, 1) and every σ > 0, there
exist L0 ∈ N and α > 0 such that
P{dist(λ, σ(HΛ(ω)) ≤ e−σL
β} ≤ e−αLβ(5.1)
for all λ ∈ I and L ≥ L0.
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To prove Theorem 5.1, we will need two lemmas, Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3
below.
Lemma 5.2. There exist α1 > 0, δ > 0, n0 ∈ N such that for all λ ∈ I, n ≥ n0,
and x normalized, we have
E{‖Uλ(n)x‖−δ} ≤ e−α1n.
Proof. This lemma can be proved in exactly the same way Lemma 5.1 is proved in
[12]. For the reader’s convenience, we sketch the argument briefly. By our choice of
the interval I and the results from Sections 2 and 3, in particular Corollary 3.3 (i),
we have γ := inf{γ(λ) : λ ∈ I} > 0. Using the inequality ey ≤ 1 + y + y2e|y| and
Ho¨lder’s inequality, one shows as in [12] that for every λ ∈ I and every δ > 0, we
have
E{‖Uλ(n, ω)x‖−δ} =E{‖gλ(n, ω) · . . . · gλ(1, ω)x‖−δ}
≤ 1− δE{log ‖gλ(n, ω) · . . . · gλ(1, ω)x‖}
+ δ2n
[
E{(log ‖gλ(1, ω)‖)4}
]1/2 [
E{‖gλ(1, ω)‖2δ}
]n/2
≤ 1− δE{log ‖gλ(n, ω) · . . . · gλ(1, ω)x‖}+ δ2n2C1Cn2
for some finite constants C1 = C1(I), C2 = C2(I). Hence, by Corollary 3.3 (ii), we
have for some n0 = n0(I), uniformly in λ ∈ I and x in the unit sphere,
E{‖Uλ(n0, ω)x‖−δ} ≤ 1− 12n0δγ + δ2n20C1Cn02 ≤ 1− ε(5.2)
for some ε > 0, provided δ is small enough. Iterating (5.2) as in [12] yields
E{‖Uλ(n, ω)x‖−δ} ≤ C(1 − ε)⌊n/n0⌋ ≤ e−α1n
for all n ≥ n1 and λ ∈ I, for some α1 = α1(I) > 0 and n1 = n1(I), where ⌊n/n0⌋
is the largest integer less or equal n/n0.
Lemma 5.3. There exist ρ > 0 and C < ∞ such that for every λ ∈ I and every
ε > 0, we have for L ≥ L0,
P{There exist λ′ ∈ (λ− ε, λ+ ε) and φ ∈ D(HΛ), ‖φ‖ = 1, such that(5.3)
(HΛ(ω)− λ′)φ = 0, |φ′(−L/2)|2 + |φ′(L/2)|2 ≤ ε2} ≤ CLερ.
Proof. We will follow the same strategy as Carmona et al. in their proof of [12,
Lemma 5.2], that is, we will use Ho¨lder continuity of the integrated density of
states to derive the estimate (5.3). The only difficulty that arises is that the cutoff
of eigenfunctions as performed by Carmona et al. in the discrete case may produce
elements outside the domain of the local Hamiltonian. We therefore use a smooth
cutoff procedure and show that the argument still goes through.
Note first that it suffices to prove (5.3) for small ε > 0. It follows from Theo-
rem 4.1 that there are constants ρ = ρ(Iξ) > 0 and C1 = C1(Iξ) <∞ such that for
every λ, λ′ ∈ Iξ,
|N(λ) −N(λ′)| ≤ C1|λ− λ′|ρ.(5.4)
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Now fix λ ∈ I, ε > 0, and L. Let, for k ∈ Z, Λk be the interval [kL− L/2, kL+
L/2] and denote by HΛk(ω) the operator H(ω) restricted to Λk with Dirichlet
boundary conditions.
Let Ak be the event Ak = Ak(λ, ε, L) = {ω ∈ Ω : HΛk(ω) has an eigenvalue
λk ∈ (λ−ε, λ+ε) such that the corresponding normalized eigenfunction φk satisfies
|φ′k(kL−L/2)|2+ |φ′k(kL+L/2)|2 ≤ ε2}. Let p = p(λ, ε, L) = P{Ak}. Clearly, p is
independent of k and equals the left hand side of (5.3).
Fix some n ∈ N and let Hn(ω) be the operator H(ω) restricted to Λ(n) :=⋃n
k=−n Λk = [−nL−L/2, nL+L/2] with Dirichlet boundary conditions at −nL−
L/2 and nL + L/2. Let k1, . . . , kj ∈ {−n, . . . , n} be distinct and such that the
event Akl occurs. For each such l, we shall construct a normalized function φ˜l
in the domain of Hn(ω) which is supported on Λkl (hence {φ˜1, . . . , φ˜j} form an
orthonormal set) such that for every l,
‖(Hn(ω)− λ)φ˜l‖ ≤ C2ε,(5.5)
where C is a constant which only depends on the single site potential f and the
single site distribution µ. By disjointness of supports, we also have
〈φ˜l, Hn(ω)φ˜l′〉 = 0 = 〈Hn(ω)φ˜l, Hn(ω)φ˜l′ 〉 for l 6= l′.(5.6)
By [41, Lemma A.3.2], (5.5) and (5.6) imply that the number of eigenvalues of
Hn(ω) (counted with multiplicity) in [λ− C2ε, λ+C2ε] is bounded from below by
j. In other words,
#{l ∈ {−n, . . . , n} : Al occurs} ≤ #{eigenvalues of Hn(ω) in [λ− C2ε, λ+ C2ε]}.
Thus, if ε is small enough (namely, such that [λ−C2ε, λ+C2ε] ⊆ Iξ or, equivalently,
ε ≤ ξ/C2), we have
p = lim
n→∞
1
2n+ 1
#{l ∈ {−n, . . . , n} : Al occurs}
≤ lim
n→∞
1
2n+ 1
#{eigenvalues of Hn(ω) in [λ− C2ε, λ+ C2ε]}
=L lim
n→∞
1
(2n+ 1)L
#{eigenvalues of Hn(ω) in [λ− C2ε, λ+ C2ε]}
=L(N(λ+ C2ε)−N(λ− C2ε))
≤LC1(2C2ε)ρ
=:CLερ,
where the intermediate steps hold true for almost every ω.
It remains to construct φ˜l with the desired properties. Fix some l and consider
the function φl which is defined on Λkl and vanishes at the boundary points. In
principle we would like to extend φl by zero on Λ(n) \ Λkl . However, this function
will in general not belong to the domain of Hn, so we could not even evaluate
(Hn − λ) applied to this function. Instead we will use a smooth extension of φl to
Λ(n).
Fix once and for all a smooth function χ which obeys 0 ≤ χ ≤ 1, χ(x) = 0 for
x ≤ 0, and χ(x) = 1 for x ≥ 1. Let xLl = klL−L/2 and xRl = klL+L/2 and define
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φˆl for x ∈ Λ(n) by
φˆl(x) =


0 if x 6∈ Λkl
χ(x− xLl )φl(x) if xLl ≤ x ≤ xLl + 1
φl(x) if x
L
l + 1 ≤ x ≤ xRl − 1
χ(−x+ xRl )φl(x) if xRl − 1 ≤ x ≤ xRl
Then φˆl clearly belongs to the domain of Hn and it has norm bounded by ‖φl‖ = 1.
We want to estimate ‖(Hn − λ)φˆl‖. Now φl is an eigenfunction corresponding to
the eigenvalue λkl ∈ (λ− ε, λ+ ε), so we write ‖(Hn− λ)φˆl‖ ≤ ‖(Hn− λkl)φˆl‖+ ε.
To estimate ‖(Hn − λkl)φˆl‖, we consider
(H − λkl)φˆl(x) = −φˆ′′l (x) + Vω(x)φˆl(x) − λkl φˆl(x)
for x ∈ Λ(n). Hence, we have
‖(Hn − λkl)φˆl‖2 =
∫ xLl +1
xLl
|χ′′(x − xLl )φl(x) + 2χ′(x− xLl )φ′l(x)|2dx
+
∫ xRl
xR
l
−1
|χ′′(−x+ xRl )φl(x) + 2χ′(−x+ xRl )φ′l(x)|2dx
≤
∥∥∥∥
(
φl
φ′l
)∥∥∥∥
2
L∞(xLl ,x
L
l +1)
·
∫ xLl +1
xLl
∥∥∥∥
(
χ′′(x− xLl )
2χ′(x− xLl )
)∥∥∥∥
2
dx
+
∥∥∥∥
(
φl
φ′l
)∥∥∥∥
2
L∞(xRl −1,x
R
l )
·
∫ xRl
xR
l
−1
∥∥∥∥
(
χ′′(−x+ xRl )
2χ′(−x+ xRl )
)∥∥∥∥
2
dx
≤C3
[∥∥∥∥
(
φl(x
L
l )
φ′l(x
L
l )
)∥∥∥∥
2
+
∥∥∥∥
(
φl(x
R
l )
φ′l(x
R
l )
)∥∥∥∥
2
]
=C3
[|φ′l(xLl )|2 + |φ′l(xRl )|2]
≤C3ε2,
where the constant C3 depends on the single site potential, the single site distribu-
tion, and the function χ. Here we have used Lemma A.1 in step 3. Let us define
φ˜l := φˆl/‖φˆl‖. By construction and Lemma A.1, we have, for ε sufficiently small,
‖φˆl‖ ≥ 1/2 and hence (5.5) holds true with a suitable C2 which depends only on the
single site potential, the single site distribution, and the function χ. Moreover, by
construction {φ˜1, . . . , φ˜j} form an orthonormal set and obey (5.6). This concludes
the proof of the lemma.
We are now in position to give the
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We closely follow the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [12] and make
the necessary modifications. Let β, σ, I be as above and for each odd L ∈ N, we
set nL = ⌊τ(L/2)β⌋ + 1 with some τ > 0 to be chosen later. For every λ ∈ I and
θ > 0, we define the events
A
(λ,L)
θ = {‖gλ(−(L+ 1)/2 + nL) · . . . · gλ(−(L− 1)/2)(0, 1)t‖ > eθ(L/2)
β},
B
(λ,L)
θ = {‖gλ((L+ 1)/2− nL)−1 · . . . · gλ((L− 1)/2)−1(0, 1)t‖ > eθ(L/2)
β}.
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Let κ = τα1/2δ with α1 and δ from Lemma 5.2. Then
P{dist(λ, σ(HΛ(ω)) ≤ e−σLβ} ≤
≤ P

{dist(λ, σ(HΛ(ω)) ≤ e−σLβ} ∩
⋂
|λ−λ′|≤e−σLβ
(
A
(λ′,L)
κ/2 ∩B(λ
′,L)
κ/2
)

+ P

A(λ,L)κ ∩B(λ,L)κ ∩
⋃
|λ−λ′|≤e−σL
β
(A
(λ′,L)
κ/2 )
c


+ P

A(λ,L)κ ∩B(λ,L)κ ∩
⋃
|λ−λ′|≤e−σL
β
(B
(λ′,L)
κ/2 )
c


+ P{(A(λ,L)κ )c}+ P{(B(λ,L)κ )c}
= (i) + (ii) + (iii) + (iv)
and Lemma 5.2 immediately implies
(iv) ≤ 2e− 12 τα1(L/2)β(5.7)
provided L is large enough. Together with Lemma A.3, Lemma 5.3 yields for L
large enough,
(i) ≤ C˜Lmax
{
e−σL
βρ, e−
1
2
κ(L/2)βρ
}
(5.8)
with C˜ independent of λ and L.
Finally, using (3.3), for L large enough, one proves similarly to [12]
(ii) + (iii) ≤ 2e−α2(L/2)β(5.9)
for some suitable α2 > 0 if τ is chosen small enough. The assertion now follows
from (5.7)—(5.9).
6. The Initial Length Scale Estimate
Fix λ ∈ R \M and let νλ be the unique µλ-invariant measure on P (R2), see
(3.6), and δ(x, y) the projective distance of x, y ∈ P (R2).
The measure νλ is Ho¨lder continuous:
Lemma 6.1. There exist ρ > 0 and C > 0 such that for all x ∈ P (R2) and ε > 0,
one has
νλ({y : δ(x, y) ≤ ε}) ≤ Cερ.
Proof. This follows from Corollary VI.4.2 of [8]. Note that in the case G(λ) ⊂
SL(2,R) the assumptions required there are equivalent to
∫ ‖g‖τdµλ(g) < ∞ for
some τ > 0 and that G(λ) is non-compact and strongly irreducible. In particular,
non-compactness is equivalent to the contractivity required in [8]; see [13, Prop.
IV.4.11]. Integrability of ‖g‖τ with respect to µλ for all τ > 0 follows from (3.2)
and boundedness of the distribution of qn.
We know that 1n log ‖Uλ(n)‖ converges to γ(λ) in expectation. We will need a
large deviation result for this limit. In fact, the following result on the asymptotics
of ‖Uλ(n)x‖ for any initial vector x 6= 0 holds.
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Lemma 6.2. There exists α > 0 such that for every ε > 0 and x 6= 0, one has
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
logP(| log ‖Uλ(n)x‖ − nγ(λ)| > nε) < α.
Proof. This follows from Theorem V.6.2 of [8], whose assumptions, that is, G(λ)
strongly irreducible and
∫ ‖g‖τdµλ(g) <∞ for some τ > 0, are satisfied.
An immediate consequence of Lemma 6.2 is that for every ε > 0 and x 6= 0,
there exists n0 ∈ N such that
P
(
e(γ(λ)−ε)n ≤ ‖Uλ(n)x‖ ≤ e(γ(λ)+ε)n
)
≥ 1− e−αn for n ≥ n0.(6.1)
Next, we establish a large deviation result for |〈Uλ(n)x, y〉|, that is, in particular
for the matrix elements of the transfer matrices.
Lemma 6.3. Fix y with ‖y‖ = 1. For all ε > 0, there are n0 ∈ N and δ0 > 0 such
that
sup
x 6=0
P
( |〈Uλ(n)x, y〉|
‖Uλ(n)x‖ < e
−εn
)
< e−δ0n for n ≥ n0.
Proof. We closely follow the proof of Prop. VI.2.2 in [8]. Define fn : [0, 1]→ R by
fn(t) =


1 if 0 ≤ t ≤ e−εn,
2− teεn if e−εn ≤ t ≤ 2e−εn,
0 if 2e−εn ≤ t ≤ 1.
Then
|fn(t)− fn(t′)| ≤ |t− t′|eεn for all t, t′ ∈ [0, 1].(6.2)
Define Φn : P (R
2)→ R by
Φn(z) = fn
(
|〈 z‖z‖ , y〉|
)
.
For z, z′ ∈ P (R2), choose representatives z and z′ such that ‖z‖ = ‖z′‖ = 1 and
the angle between z and z′ is at most pi2 . Then, by (6.2),
|Φn(z)− Φn(z′)| ≤ ||〈z, y〉| − |〈z′, y〉||eεn ≤ ‖z − z′‖eεn ≤
√
2δ(z, z′)eεn,(6.3)
recall that δ(z, z′) = | sin(angle(z, z′))|. This implies, using notation from Section
3,
‖Φn‖α = ‖Φn‖∞ +mα(Φn) ≤
√
21 + eεn for all 0 < α < 1.(6.4)
The definition of Φn shows
P
( |〈Uλ(n)x, y〉|
‖Uλ(n)x‖ < e
−εn
)
≤ E(Φn(Uλ(n)x))(6.5)
≤
∣∣∣∣E(Φn(Uλ(n)x))−
∫
Φndνλ
∣∣∣∣+
∫
Φndνλ.
Noting that E(Φn(Uλ(n)x)) = (T
n
λΦn)(x), we may use Lemma 3.5 above to
conclude that for 0 < α ≤ α0, there exists ρ < 1 and n0 ∈ N such that for n ≥ n0
and all x,
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∥∥∥∥E(Φn(Uλ(n)x))−
∫
Φndνλ
∥∥∥∥ ≤ Cαρn‖Φn‖α ≤ ρn(√2eεn + 1) ≤ 12e−δ1n,(6.6)
where in the last step, ε is assumed to be sufficiently small, that is, such that
log ρ+ ε < 0, and δ1 :=
1
2 | log ρ+ ε|.
Next choose the unit vector w = (w1, w2)
t = (y2,−y1)t. We therefore have
|〈u/‖u‖, y〉| = δ(u,w) for all u 6= 0. It then follows from Lemma 6.1 that there exist
β > 0 and C > 0 such that
∫
Φndνλ ≤ νλ{u : |〈u/‖u‖, y〉| ≤ 2e−εn}(6.7)
= νλ{u : δ(u,w) ≤ 2e−εn} ≤ 2βCe−εβn.
Inserting (6.6) and (6.7) into (6.5) completes the proof of Lemma 6.3 with 0 <
δ0 < min{δ1, εβ}. We have assumed that ε is sufficiently small, but the result
extends to large ε with unchanged δ0.
Note that results corresponding to Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3 also hold for
n→ −∞ since the result from [8] can be applied in the same way to the products
of random matrices g−1λ (n) × · · · × g−1λ (−1) for n < 0 and the Lyapunov exponent
can equivalently be defined as
γ(λ) = lim
n→−∞
1
|n|E
(‖g−1λ (n) · ... · g−1λ (−1)‖) .
We can now combine Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3 to show that with large prob-
ability, the matrix elements |〈Uλ(n)x, y〉| grow exponentially at the rate of almost
the Lyapunov exponent.
Corollary 6.4. Let ‖x‖ = ‖y‖ = 1. Then for every ε > 0, there exist δ > 0 and
n0 ∈ N such that
P
(
|〈Uλ(n)x, y〉| ≥ e(γ(λ)−ε)n
)
≥ 1− e−δn for n ≥ n0.
Proof. From (6.1) and Lemma 6.3 we get for all ε > 0,
|〈Uλ(n)x, y〉| ≥ e−εn‖Uλ(n)x‖ ≥ e(γ(λ)−2ε)n for n ≥ n0
with probability at least 1− e−αn − e−δ0n. This yields the assertion.
We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this section, an initial
length scale estimate at energy λ. Let L ∈ 3Z \ 6Z and Λ = ΛL(0) = [−L/2, L/2].
Let HΛ(ω) be the restriction of Hω to Λ with Dirichlet boundary conditions at
−L/2 and L/2. For λ 6∈ σ(HΛ(ω)), let RΛ(λ) = (HΛ(ω) − λ)−1. Define the
characteristic functions χint = χΛL/3(0) = χ[−L/6,L/6] and χ
out = χΛL(0)\ΛL−2(0) =
χ[−L/2,−L/2+1]∪[L/2−1,L/2].
For γ, λ ∈ R and ω ∈ Ω, let us call the cube Λ (γ, λ)-good for ω if λ 6∈ σ(HΛ(ω))
and ‖χoutRΛ(λ)χint‖ ≤ e−γL/3. We have the following theorem:
Theorem 6.5. For every ε > 0, there exist δ > 0 and L0 ∈ N such that for L ≥ L0
with L ∈ 3Z \ 6Z, we have
P {Λ is (γ(λ)− ε, λ)-good for ω } ≥ 1− e−δL.(6.8)
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Proof. Let u± be the solutions of Hωu = λu with Dirichlet boundary conditions at
±L/2, that is, u+(L/2) = u−(−L/2) = 0, u′+(L/2) = u′−(−L/2) = 1. Then the
Green’s function GΛ(λ, x, y) (i.e., the kernel of RΛ(λ)) is given by
GΛ(λ, x, y) =
1
W (u+, u−)
{
u+(x)u−(y) for x ≥ y
u−(x)u+(y) for x < y
,(6.9)
where the Wronskian
W (u+, u−)(x) = u+(x)u
′
−(x) − u′+(x)u−(x)
is constant in x. Setting x = L/2, we get
W (u+, u−) = 〈(u−(L/2), u′−(L/2))t, (−1, 0)t〉 = 〈Aλ(L/2,−L/2)(0, 1)t, (−1, 0)t〉,
where Aλ(x, y) denotes the transfer matrix from y to x. By stationarity we can use
Corollary 6.4 to conclude
P
(
|W (u+, u−)| ≥ e(γ(λ)−ε)L
)
≥ 1− e−δL for L ≥ L0.(6.10)
Note that λ ∈ σ(HΛ(ω)) if and only if W (u+, u−) = 0. Thus the event in (6.10)
implies λ 6∈ σ(HΛ(ω)).
Let x ∈ [L/2− 1, L/2] and y ∈ [−L/6, L/6]. Then
|u+(x)| ≤ C uniformly in ω and L(6.11)
by Lemma A.1. Also
|u−(y)| ≤ ‖(u−(y), u′−(y))t‖ = ‖Aλ(y,−L/2)(0, 1)t‖
≤ ‖Aλ(y, ⌊y + 1/2⌋ − 1/2)‖ · ‖Aλ(⌊y + 1/2⌋ − 1/2,−L/2)(0, 1)t‖.
Again by Lemma A.1,
‖Aλ(y, ⌊y + 1/2⌋ − 1/2)‖ ≤ C,(6.12)
and by stationarity and (6.1) (note −L/6 ≤ ⌊y + 1/2⌋ − 1/2 ≤ L/6),
P
(
‖Aλ(⌊y + 1/2⌋ − 1/2,−L/2)(0, 1)t‖ ≤ e(γ(λ)+ε)2L/3
)
≥ 1− e−αL/3 if L/3 ≥ L0.
(6.13)
Combining (6.10)—(6.13) and using GΛ(λ, x, y) = u−(y)u+(x)/W (u+, u−), we
get
P
(
|Gλ(λ, x, y)| ≤ Ce−(γ(λ)−5ε)L/3
)
≥ 1− e−δL − e−αL/3
for L sufficiently large. In a completely analogous way the same estimate is found
if x ∈ [−L/2,−L/2+ 1], y ∈ [−L/6, L/6]. From this it can now be seen easily that
for every ε > 0, there exist δ > 0 and L0 ∈ N such that for L ≥ L0 and L ∈ 3Z\6Z,
we have
sup
x
∫
|χout(x)GΛ(λ, x, y)χint(y)|dy ≤ e−(γ(λ)−ε)L/3
and
sup
y
∫
|χout(x)GΛ(λ, x, y)χint(y)|dx ≤ e−(γ(λ)−ε)L/3
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with probability at least 1− e−δL. The theorem now follows by Schur’s test.
Theorem 6.5 can be regarded as a fixed-energy initial length scale estimate. Our
goal is to start a variable-energy multiscale induction which will ultimately yield
both Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. We therefore need an estimate of the form
(6.8) where the energy is not fixed, but rather varying over an interval. A result
of this kind will be established, using the Wegner estimate and an argument from
[19], in the following corollary.
Corollary 6.6. For every λ ∈ I and every β ∈ (0, 1), σ, ε > 0, let α > 0, δ > 0 and
L0 ∈ N be as in Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 6.5, respectively. For every 0 < ε < ε′
and every L ≥ L0, let
κL =
1
2
e−2σL
β
(
e−(γ(λ)−ε
′)L/3 − e−(γ(λ)−ε)L/3
)
.
Then we have for every L ≥ L0
P {∀λ′ ∈ (λ− κL, λ+ κL) : Λ is (γ(λ) − ε′, λ′)-good} ≥ 1− e−δL − e−αLβ .(6.14)
Proof. With probability 1 − e−δL − e−αLβ we have that both the event in (6.8)
and the complementary event in (5.1) hold. Thus, by assumption we have that for
every λ′ ∈ (λ− κL, λ+ κL), we have λ′ 6∈ σ(HΛ(ω)) and moreover, by the resolvent
equation,
‖χoutRΛ(λ′)χint‖ =‖χout (RΛ(λ) + (λ− λ′)RΛ(λ′)RΛ(λ))χint‖
≤‖χoutRΛ(λ)χint‖+ |λ− λ′| · ‖χoutRΛ(λ′)RΛ(λ)χint‖
≤‖χoutRΛ(λ)χint‖+ |λ− λ′| · ‖RΛ(λ′)‖ · ‖RΛ(λ)‖
≤ e−(γ(λ)−ε)L/3 + 2 · |λ− λ′| · e2σLβ
≤ e−(γ(λ)−ε′)L/3.
Thus for these ω’s, the cube Λ is (γ(λ)− ε′, λ′)-good.
7. Proof of the Main Theorems
In the preceding two sections we have established the two ingredients, namely,
a Wegner estimate and an initial length scale estimate, that are necessary to start
the multiscale induction which, by known results, implies both Theorem 1.1 and
Theorem 1.2. In this section we briefly show how to reduce these two theorems to
known results, given Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 6.6 above.
Let M be the discrete set found in Theorem 2.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Fix an arbitrary compact interval I ⊂ R \ M . It follows
from Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 6.5 that we have both a Wegner estimate and a
fixed energy initial length scale estimate for every λ ∈ I. Corollary 6.6 shows that
these two results imply a variable-energy initial length scale estimate for a ball B(λ)
of explicit radius around λ . The variable-energy multiscale analysis as presented,
for example, in [44] then establishes variable-energy resolvent decay estimates on a
sequence (Lk)k∈N of length scales for energies in B(λ). These estimates, together
with the existence of polynomially bounded eigenfunctions for spectrally almost
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every energy, yield pure point spectrum in B(λ) with exponentially decaying eigen-
functions for almost every ω ∈ Ω; see, for example, [44] for details. Thus, we have
exponential localization in R \M for almost every ω ∈ Ω. Finally, since, by gen-
eral principles [13], the set M carries almost surely no spectral measure, we have
exponential localization in R for almost every ω ∈ Ω and hence Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. It essentially follows from [16] that the variable-energy re-
solvent decay estimates, as given by the output of the the variable-energy multiscale
analysis, imply strong dynamical localization in the sense of Theorem 1.2. For the
curious reader we briefly sketch the argument, referring him to [16] for necessary
notation. Given a compact interval I ⊂ R \M , a compact set K ⊂ R, and p > 0,
we first let γ = min{γ(λ) : λ ∈ I} > 0. Next we choose L1 large enough so that,
for every λ ∈ I, Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 6.6 imply both W (I, L,Θ, q), L ≥ L1,
and G(B(λ), L1, γ − ε′, ξ) of [16] with parameters sufficient to cover the desired p.
Having this length scale fixed, we decompose the interval I into a finite disjoint
union of intervals I1, . . . , Im, each of them having length bounded by κL1 . We split
the projection PI(Hω) in (1.4) into the finite sum
∑m
i=1 PIi(Hω) and treat each
term separately. For every i, we can apply Theorem 3.1 of [16], with initial length
scale L1, since all the other conditions (e.g., (INDY), (GRI), (WEYL), (EDI), (i))
are known to hold for the concrete operators Hω under consideration [44]. Af-
ter establishing (1.4), with I replaced by Ii, for every i, we get (1.4) and hence
Theorem 1.2
Appendix A. A Priori Solution Estimates
Here we provide several a priori estimates for solutions of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion which are used repeatedly in the main text. For convenience we include proofs
of these standard facts.
Lemma A.1. Let q ∈ L1loc(R), u a solution of −u′′ + qu = 0 and x, y ∈ R. Then
|u(x)|2 + |u′(x)|2 ≤ (|u(y)|2 + |u′(y)|2) exp
{∫ max(x,y)
min(x,y)
|q(t) + 1| dt
}
.
Proof. For R(t) := |u(t)|2 + |u′(t)|2 one has
|R′(t)| = |2(q(t) + 1)Reu′(t)u(t)| ≤ |q(t) + 1|R(t),
i.e. |(lnR(t))′| ≤ |q(t) + 1|, which implies the lemma.
Lemma A.2. For i = 1, 2, let qi ∈ L1loc(R), ui solutions of −u′′i + qiui = 0 with
u1(y) = u2(y) and u
′
1(y) = u
′
2(y) for some y ∈ R. Then for any x ∈ R,
(|u1(x) − u2(x)|2 + |u′1(x) − u′2(x)|2)1/2 ≤(|u1(y)|2 + |u′1(y)|2)1/2 exp
{∫ max(x,y)
min(x,y)
(|q1(t)|+ |q2(t)|+ 2) dt
}
×
×
∫ max(x,y)
min(x,y)
|q1(t)− q2(t)| dt.
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Proof. Without restriction let y ≤ x. The solutions u1 and u2 satisfy(
u1(x)− u2(x)
u′1(x)− u′2(x)
)
=
∫ x
y
(
0
(q1(t)− q2(t))u1(t)
)
dt+
+
∫ x
y
(
0 1
q2(t) 0
)(
u1(t)− u2(t)
u′1(t)− u′2(t)
)
dt,
and thus∥∥∥∥
(
u1(x)− u2(x)
u′1(x)− u′2(x)
)∥∥∥∥ ≤
∫ x
y
|q1(t)− q2(t)||u1(t)| dt+(1.1)
+
∫ x
y
(|q2(t)|+ 1)
∥∥∥∥
(
u1(t)− u2(t)
u′1(t)− u′2(t)
)∥∥∥∥ dt.
Gronwall’s lemma, e.g. [47], yields∥∥∥∥
(
u1(x)− u2(x)
u′1(x)− u′2(x)
)∥∥∥∥ ≤
∫ x
y
|q1(t)− q2(t)||u1(t)| dt exp
{∫ x
y
(|q2(t)|+ 1) dt
}
.
By Lemma A.1 we have for all t ∈ [y, x] that
|u1(t)| ≤ exp
{
1
2
∫ x
y
|q1(s) + 1| ds
}(|u1(y)|2 + |u′1(y)|2)1/2 .
Inserting this into (1.1) yields the result.
Lemma A.3. Let q ∈ L1loc,unif(R), i.e. ‖q‖1,unif := supx
∫ x+1
x
|q(t)| dt < ∞. Then
there is a C > 0, only depending on ‖q‖1,unif such that for all solutions u of −u′′+
qu = 0 and all x ∈ R∫ x+1
x−1
|u(t)|2 dt ≥ C (|u(x)|2 + |u′(x)|2) .(1.2)
Proof. By Lemma A.1 there are constants 0 < C1, C2 < ∞ only depending on
‖q‖1,unif such that for all t ∈ [x− 1, x+ 1]
C1(|u(x)|2 + |u′(x)|2) ≤ |u(t)|2 + |u′(t)|2 ≤ C2(|u(x)|2 + |u′(x)|2).
With C3 := (C1/2)
1/2 and C4 := (2C2)
1/2 we get
C3(|u(x)|+ |u′(x)|) ≤ |u(t)|+ |u′(t)| ≤ C4(|u(x)| + |u′(x)|).
It now follows from elementary geometric considerations, e.g. [45, p.218], that [x−
1, x+ 1] contains an interval of length min(2, C3/4C4) on which |u| ≥ C3(|u(x)| +
|u′(x)|)/4. This yields (1.2).
Appendix B. Cocycles and invariant measures
In this appendix we collect some basic facts about cocycles and the existence
and uniqueness of invariant measures for group actions, which are used in Section
3 to prove Ho¨lder continuity of the Lyapunov exponent. All this can be found in
Chapter IV of [13].
Let G be a metric group, with unit e, that is both locally compact and σ-
compact. Let B be a metrizable topological space such that G acts on B, i.e. to
each (g, b) ∈ G × B one can continuously associate an element gb ∈ B for which
(g1g2) ·b = g1 ·(g2 ·b) for g1, g2 ∈ G and b ∈ B, and e ·b = b for b ∈ B. A continuous
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map σ : G× B → (0,∞) is called a cocycle if for all g1, g2 ∈ G and b ∈ B one has
σ(g1g2, b) = σ(g1, g2b)σ(g2, b).
Note that if σ is a cocycle, then clearly σt is also a cocycle for all t ∈ R. There
is one particular example of primary importance:
Example B.1. Let B be a compact metric space, and G be a group acting on B.
Take B˜ := B×B \ {(b, b) : b ∈ B}, and consider the induced action of G on B˜, i.e.
g · (a, b) := (ga, gb) for all g ∈ G and (a, b) ∈ B˜. If δ is the metric on B, then
σ1 (g, (a, b)) :=
δ(ga, gb)
δ(a, b)
,
defines a cocycle on G× B˜.
A crucial property of cocycles is that they satisfy certain integral estimates.
For this reason, the “pseudo-convolution” of a probability measure µ on G and a
measure ν on B is introduced by:
(µ ∗ ν)(f) :=
∫
f(gb)dµ(g)dν(b),
for all f ∈ B(B), the bounded measurable functions on B. Here if B=G, then
µn is µ ∗ µ ∗ ... ∗ µ, n-times, and the above definition coincides with that of the
ordinary convolution on G. We note that a cocycle is said to be µ-integrable if
σ(g) := supb∈B σ(g, b) is µ-integrable.
The concept of invariance will also be important. A measure ν on B is said to
be µ-invariant if µ ∗ ν = ν. For B compact, the existence of an invariant measure
is trivial. In particular, any weak limit of the sequence 1n
∑n
j=1 µ
n ∗m, where m
is an arbitrary probability measure on B, is a µ-invariant probability measure. In
addition an operator T : B(B)→ B(B) is defined by:
(Tf)(b) :=
∫
f(gb)dµ(g).
Note that the operator T n is given by the formula above with µn replacing µ.
The relationship between these operators and µ-invariant probability measures is
illustrated in Lemma B.2 below.
Lastly, if B is a compact space metric space, with metric δ, then for any real
number α the space of α-Ho¨lder continuous functions, Lα(B), is defined to be
Lα(B) := {f ∈ C(B) : mα(f) <∞},
where
mα(f) := sup
(a,b)∈B˜
|f(a)− f(b)|
δα(a, b)
.
Equipped with the norm
‖f‖α = ‖f‖∞ +mα(f),
Lα(B) is a Banach space.
Lemma B.2. Consider the cocycle σ1, as defined in Example B.1, on G × B˜.
Suppose
(i) there exists a positive number τ such that σt1 is µ- integrable for |t| ≤ τ , and
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(ii) there exists an integer N such that
sup
b∈B˜
∫
log[σ1(g, b)]dµ
N (g) < 0.
Then, there exists a real number α0 such that for any α with 0 < α ≤ α0 there
exists constants Cα <∞ and ρα < 1 for which:
(a)
sup
b∈B
∫
σ1(g, b)
αdµn(g) ≤ Cαρnα
for n = 1, 2, ....
(b) T is a bounded operator on Lα satisfying
‖T nf − ν(f)‖α ≤ ‖f‖αCαρnα
for n = 1, 2, ... and f ∈ Lα, where ν is any µ-invariant probability measure. In
particular, this proves uniqueness of the invariant measure.
(c) The operator T on Lα has eigenvalue 1 and the rest of the spectrum is con-
tained in a disk of radius strictly less than 1. Moreover, T admits the following
decomposition:
T nf = ν(f) +Qnf for f ∈ Lα,
where ν is the invariant probability measure and Q is an operator on Lα of spectral
radius strictly less than 1.
Proof. See Proposition IV.3.5, Proposition IV.3.15, and Corollary IV.3.16 of [13].
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